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Snow removal operations can result in serious injuries or fatalities—particularly while removing ice or
snow from rooftops and other elevated building structures.

➢ Snow removal operations are often performed under extreme weather conditions when it is very
cold and there may be high winds and icy surfaces.

➢ Snow removal can be strenuous, particularly because cold weather can be taxing on the body, and
can create the potential for exhaustion, dehydration, back injuries, or heart attacks, and can
increase the risk of falls.

Snow removal is typically a maintenance activity regulated under OSHA’s 1910 general industry standards. However, on construction sites
where snow must be removed in order to begin or continue construction work, OSHA’s 1926 construction standards will apply.

Snow removal may be required for a number of reasons, such as
to prevent overloading and collapse, or for construction or repair
of decking or roofs.

➢ Often workers climb directly onto the roofs or structures and
use equipment such as shovels, snow rakes, or snow blowers.

➢ Snow removal may be performed from the ground level using
snow rakes or drag lines.

➢ Aerial lifts and ladders can be used to access roofs and apply
de-icing materials.

OSHA Standard 1926.501(b)(1) Each employee on a walking/working surface with an unprotected side or edge
which is 6 feet or more above a lower level shall be protected from falling.
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Falls cause the most worker fatalities and injuries during rooftop ice and snow removal.

➢ Workers can fall off roof edges, through skylights, and from ladders and aerial lifts. A dangerous
roof collapse is also possible during snow removal.

➢ Fall protection equipment must be used if workers are removing snow in areas that are not
adequately guarded.

Other significant hazards that can occur during snow removal:

• Amputations, eye injuries, struck by falling ice, and 
injuries associated with the use of snowblowers and other 
equipment.

• Aerial lift collapses or tip-overs.

• Entrapment and suffocation under falling snow.

• Shock or electrocution from contact with power lines or 
damaged extension cords.

• Frostbite or hypothermia from cold and windy conditions.

• Back injuries from slips, trips, and falls.

• Musculoskeletal injuries, exhaustion, dehydration, and 
heart attacks from overexertion. 

• Dangers of striking hidden equipment or chemical/HVAC 
lines that are buried in the snow.
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Examples of incidents investigated by OSHA:

➢ While a worker was removing snow from a roof, he lost his balance and slid off the roof.
He fell and struck his head on construction materials that were being stored below and
sustained a fatal head injury.

➢ A worker was laying grid lines and shoveling snow on a second-floor deck. An elevator
shaft opening was covered with a plastic tarp with temporary guardrails installed around
a portion of the shaft opening. The worker, who was not wearing any fall protection, fell
30 feet through the unguarded portion of the elevator shaft opening and died.

➢ A worker was shoveling snow from the roof of a residential construction site. He fell
from a height of more than 11 feet and was fatally impaled by a scaffold upright in the
course of his fall.

➢ Two workers were using a high reach truck to remove snow and ice from a house. As
they were working, one of the workers reached out and accidentally grabbed a 12,000-
volt electrical line. He was electrocuted.

➢ Four workers were building a second-floor room addition. One of the workers was
standing on a 12-foot aluminum ladder attempting to clean snow from a low-slope roof,
10 feet above ground. The feet of the ladder slid, the worker fell, struck his head on the
ladder and then on the concrete driveway. He died several days later.
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Before snow removal operations begin:

• Plan ahead for safe snow removal and check the 
worksite for dangers, including fall and electrical 
hazards.

• Inspect all equipment before use.

• Consider using snow removal methods that do not 
require workers to step onto the roof or limit the 
number of workers that have to be on the roof.

• Confirm that the workers’ weight and any 
equipment used can be supported by the roof or 
structure without causing a collapse.

• Ensure all workers are trained to safely use the 
snow removal equipment, ladders, aerial lifts, fall 
protection, and protective gear.

Workers must know the route and method they should use to get up and down from a roof in a way
that minimizes the risk of falling.

➢ The safest location for a ladder might not be the most obvious one, or an alternate method (like an
access door or lift, might be available to get on the roof.

➢ Safe roof access is as important as having effective fall protection while on the roof.
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To prevent unbalanced loading during snow removal, workers should:

• Remove snow uniformly across the roof.

• Avoid making snow piles on the roof.

To prevent falls from ladders used for accessing roofs:

• Workers should not use a snow rake or shovel while on a ladder because this greatly increases 
the risk of losing one’s balance and falling.

• Check the ladder rungs for ice. A slippery step can cause a fatal fall.

• Clean snow from shoes or boots before mounting the ladder.

• Ensure the ladder has level and secure footing.

• Do not carry heavy or bulky loads up a ladder. Instead climb up the ladder first, and then pull the 
equipment up to the working level with a rope or other appropriate hoisting method.

Protect people on the ground during snow removal.

➢ Mark a safe work zone and keep people back at least 10 feet from
the point where snow is expected to be blown or fall.

➢ When using snow rakes, remove small amounts of snow at a time.

OSHA Standard 1926.1053(b)(6) Ladders shall be used only on stable and level
surfaces unless secured to prevent accidental displacement.
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COPYRIGHT AND DISCLAIMER
This material is the copyrighted property of Weeklysafety.com, LLC. Purchase of this material from Weeklysafety.com, LLC grants the owner the right to use this material for workplace safety
and education purposes only. Use of this material for any other purpose, particularly commercial use, is prohibited. This material, including the photos, may not be resold.
Weeklysafety.com, LLC does not warrant or assume any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process
disclosed in these materials. Photos shown in this presentation may depict situations that are not in compliance with applicable Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) safety
requirements. These materials are meant for informational purposes only and it is not the intent of Weeklysafety.com, LLC to provide compliance-based training. The intent is more to
address hazard awareness in the construction and related industries, and to recognize the potential hazards present in many workplaces. These materials are intended to discuss Federal
Regulations only, as individual State requirements may be more stringent. Many states operate their own state OSHA and may have standards that are different from information presented
in this training. It is the responsibility of the employer and its employees to comply with all pertinent OSHA safety rules and regulations in the jurisdiction in which they work.
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Unless specified below, all photos are the copyrighted property of Weeklysafety.com, LLC and may not be used in 
any other training materials or resold for any purpose.

For more information on this weekly safety topic, other topics that are available and the full list of FAQs please visit
www.weeklysafety.com or email safety@weeklysafety.com.
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